In this paper, we evaluate the performance of the digital beamsteering (DBS) precoder in multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems operating at mmWave frequencies. This evaluation is done using a 3-D mmWave statistical channel model developed based on outdoor extensive measurement in New York city. The NYUSIM channel simulator generates 3-D realistic statistical temporal and spatial parameters. The DBS performance is evaluated in terms of capacity achieved as a function of the number of users and compared with two classical precoders, namely, zero forcing (ZF) and conjugate beamforming (CB). The base station is equipped with three different antenna array configurations: uniform linear array, uniform square array and uniform rectangular array. Simulation results show that DBS can be realistically considered as an attractive precoder for mmWave multi-user MIMO system with tens of antennas at the base station; trading-off performance, low implementation complexity and less overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
The amount of available spectrum used by today's wireless communication systems is very limited compared to the future demands [1] . One promising solution is to move to millimeter wave (mmWave) bands, which offer a vast amount of unused spectrum, and thus achieves high data rates for future wireless communication systems [1] , [2] . Moreover, multiuser multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) systems are essential technologies used to achieve high data rates and increase the diversity [3] .
In order to assess the performance of mmWave MU-MIMO systems, the mmWave channel has to be modeled. For this purpose, several researchers have proposed their channel models such as: the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [4] and the New York University (NYU) wireless center referenced to as NYUSIM [5] , [6] . The channel model proposed by 3GPP is mainly for bands below 6 GHz, with some adjustments to model the 6−100 GHz band. In contrast, the statistical channel parameters of NYUSIM are generated based on extensive measurements in New York City at mmWave frequencies [5] , [6] . The authors in [7] , [8] compared the two channel models, and showed that NYUSIM offers more realistic simulation results compared to the 3GPP model. Based on their findings, we consider the NYUSIM model in our work.
In order to improve the spectral efficiency and reduce the inter-user interference, different linear precoding techniques can be used for MU-MIMO systems in the downlink [9] - [12] . In this paper, we are interested in the performance of digital beamsteering (DBS) precoder and its comparison with zero-forcing (ZF), conjugate beamforming (CB). The authors in [11] , [12] studied both CB and ZF for MIMO systems and showed that these precoders are beneficial for large scale antennas. DBS is a less complex linear precoder, with respect to ZF and CB, since it: i) requires only a partial knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter, mainly the angle of departure (AoD) of the LOS component of the channel, thus decreasing the channel overhead, ii) just uses digital phase shifters and iii) is a frequency non-selective precoder [13] , [14] . DBS is then particularly suitable for multiuser transmissions in highly LOS environments. However, in [13] , [14] , DBS is evaluated at mmWave frequencies with a simple geometric channel model based on ray tracing, typically modeling 1 or 3 rays. A more realistic channel model, such as NYUSIM, has to be considered.
Furthermore, the presented works on ZF, CB and DBS precoders do not consider the effect of the antenna array architecture on the achievable capacity of MU-MIMO systems. In [15] , the impact of different antenna array architectures on MIMO channel properties is investigated. It is shown that these architectures have an important impact on the MIMO capacity and that the uniform linear array shows superiority over other geometries.
This paper revolves around the performance of DBS precoder in a realistic mmWave channel. Its performance is compared with two widely used precoders, namely ZF and CB. This evaluation is done in two LOS scenarios: urban microcell (UMi) and rural macrocell (RMa), based on the realistic 5G channel simulator NYUSIM. We consider three different types of antenna array architectures having a fixed inter-element spacing and the same number of antennas, namely, uniform linear array (ULA), uniform square array (USA) and uniform rectangular array (URA).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model, formulates the capacity of MU-MIMO systems with linear precoding and describes the three different linear precoders ZF, CB and DBS. The mmWave channel model NYUSIM is presented in Section III. In Section IV, the simulation results are analyzed while Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND MIMO PRECODING
We use the following notations: X is a matrix, x a vector, x a scalar, (.) T , (.) H and (.) −1 stand for the transpose, the Hermitian transpose, and matrix inverse, respectively.
A. System Model
We consider a downlink single-cell MU-MIMO system where the BS employs M = M H × M V transmit antennas, for serving K single-antenna user equipments (UEs) with K ≤ M . M H represents the number of horizontal antennas separated by d H inter-element spacing and M V represents the number of vertical antennas separated by d V inter-element spacing as shown in Fig. 1 . Angles (θ, φ) are the azimuth and the elevation angles, respectively. We assumed perfect OFDM transmission with N F F T subcarriers, where the channel H p ∈ C K×M is flat fading at each subcarrier p. The system is shown in Fig. 2 , where s p,k represents the transmitted symbols intended for the kth UE on subcarrier p. Since the mmWave channel is frequency-selective, the precoding system becomes frequencydependent. The BS applies a linear precoding W p ∈ C M ×K before the transmission of signals through the antennas.
The precoded symbol vector x p ∈ C M ×1 transmitted by the BS on subcarrier p is given by:
where s p ∈ C K×1 denotes the original symbol vector for transmission on subcarrier p with E[Tr(s p H s p )] = 1 and η p is the normalization factor cancelling the precoding effect on channel power.
The received signal r p ∈ C K×1 on subcarrier p is given by:
where n p ∈ C K×1 is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector, of zero-mean and σ 2 -variance, affecting the received signal on subcarrier p. 
Fig. 2: System Model

B. MU-MIMO Capacity
The MU-MIMO capacity on subcarrier p is defined as:
Considering the precoder W p , the MU-MIMO capacity is expressed by:
where Γ e = E[s.s H ] is the covariance matrix of emitted signal, σ 2 is the noise power and I K is a K × K identity matrix. The total capacity is given by:
With a full CSI at the transmitter, ZF splits the multiuser channel into multiple independent subchannels maximizing the signal to interference ratio. The ZF precoding matrix is given by [10] :
The implementation of matrix inversion makes ZF more complex and limits its performance. Thus, the reciprocal condition number of H p H p H is calculated in section IV to determine its effect into ZF performance.
2) Conjugate Beamforming (CB)
CB, known as matched filter, maximizes the signal to noise ratio using full CSI at the transmitter. The CB precoder is given by [10] :
3) Digital BeamSteering (DBS) DBS is an angular based precoder characterized by low implementation complexity and low overhead, since it only relies on the user direction. This direction is determined by the AoD of the LOS component and is perfectly known thanks to NYUSIM. DBS forms and steers a beam toward the intended user using digital phase shifters [13] .
The DBS precoder is based on the steering matrix A corresponding to the LOS path:
with
where a k is the steering vector at AoD (θ k , φ k ) corresponding to user k [14] :
III. NYUSIM MMWAVE CHANNEL MODEL
Using the time cluster spatial lobe (TCSL) approach, NYU wireless center developed a 3-D mmWave statistical spatial channel model (SSCM) based on extensive measurements in diverse outdoor environments such as rural macrocell (RMa), urban macrocell (UMa) and urban microcell (UMi), at multiple mmWave frequencies in New York City [5] - [8] . NYUSIM is an open source channel model simulator describing the SSCM model. In order to model the mmWave channel, the SSCM generates the 3-D angular power spectra and the omnidirectional/directional channel impulse responses (CIRs) in both time and space domains [6] .
The omnidirectional CIR h omni (t, Θ, Φ) is defined by:
where t denotes the absolute propagation time, Θ = (θ, φ) TX , Φ = (θ, φ) RX are the vectors of azimuth and elevation AoDs and angle of arrivals (AoAs), respectively and nTap denotes the number of subpaths (SPs). P n , ϕ n , t n , are the amplitude, phase and propagation time delays, respectively of the nth SP. Θ n et Φ n are its azimuth/elevation AoDs and azimuth/elevation AoAs, respectively. Note that each SP belongs to a time cluster (TC) and a spatial lobe (SL). The MIMO channel model is obtained by considering the paths between antennas as in [12] . We have plotted the SPs for both RMa and UMi. Fig. 3a shows that several SPs belonging to different SLs exist in UMi while only one or two SPs belonging to the same SL exist in RMa as depicted in Fig. 3b . 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we numerically compare the performance of CB, ZF and DBS in terms of capacity achieved as a function of the number of served users in two different LOS environments: RMa and UMi. All temporal and spatial parameters of mmWave channel were generated using NYUSIM simulator. The MU-MIMO simulated system operates at 28 GHz and with a radio frequency bandwidth of 800 MHz. The BS employs three different antenna array architectures: ULA, URA and USA having M = 16 antennas. The inter-element spacing is set at λ/2. M V = 16 and M H = 1 for ULA, M V = M H = 4 for USA, M V = 2 and M H = 8 for URA. The distance between the transmitter and the receiver varies uniformly between 10 and 100 m. The total transmit power is assumed to be equal to 30 dBm and the noise power equals to −85 dBm corresponding to typical receiver sensitivity. We take N F F T = 1024 subcarriers. In this evaluation, we assume a perfect CSI for CB and ZF precoders and a perfect knowledge of the LOS component angle for DBS precoder.
A. UMi scenario Fig. 4 plots the capacity, achieved by various precoding in UMi scenario. For CB and ZF, ULA provides the best performance followed by URA then USA. For DBS, ULA outperforms the others when the number of users is close to the number of BS antennas, and both URA and USA outperform the ULA when less users are served simultaneously. Indeed for DBS, the linear array allows a great discrimination of users in azimuth and no discrimination in elevation, while the rectangular array allows users' discrimination in both azimuth and elevation. When the number of served users increases, more users will be close together and thus the discrimination in azimuth is more efficient. This explains the superiority of ULA for this case. In contrast, when less users are served simultaneously, the users will be far from each other and thus the discrimination in both azimuth and elevation is the most efficient explaining the superiority of the URA and USA with respect to ULA. Fig. 5 plots the capacity, achieved by various precoding in RMa scenario. For CB, ULA has the superiority over other geometries. In contrast, using ZF, URA outperforms the others. For DBS, both URA and USA outperform ULA for less served users in the cell, while URA outperforms the others for more users.
B. RMa scenario
C. Results discussion
By comparing Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , the capacity is greater in UMi than in RMa. This difference comes from a greater number of SPs in the case of UMi, and thus a better spatial and frequency diversities, as illustrated in Fig. 3a and 3b .
Furthermore, both CB and DBS supports 16 users, while the performance of ZF is limited by the number of served users. In both UMi and RMa, the maximum number of users supported by the ZF system is the same, i.e, 13 for USA, 15 for URA and 16 for ULA. Figures 6a, 6b gives an insight on the obtained capacities of ZF for RMa and UMi. Fig. 7a shows that the hierarchy of this average value matches the one of ZF capacity in UMi scenario. In RMa scenario, Fig. 7b provides the similar conclusion.
Finally, CB always provides the best performance, and the maximum capacity difference between CB and DBS is about 10-12 bits/s/Hz when 16 users are served simultaneously, whereas ZF precoder shows disastrous performance. This behavior in overloaded scenario is already known. However, choosing this kind of overloaded scenario is of great interest when taking into account the complexity brought by the increasing number of antennas and RF chains in mmWave scenario. DBS is a promising precoder as it is less complex than CB and ZF with a low overhead. It can be a good trade-off between low implementation complexity and capacity performance for multi-user transmission in mmWave systems, since the channel at mmWave is expected to be a highly LOS environment. In our work, we have shown that DBS maintains its performance even in a realistic channel and not only in a simple 3 rays environment as in previous works.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of DBS precoder in mmWave MU-MIMO system using a realistic channel model, called NYUSIM. We have shown that DBS is wellsuited for mmWave multi-user transmission systems in highly LOS environment. Moreover, it is a promising fully digital precoder, characterized by its low implementation complexity and channel overhead with respect to ZF and CB precoders.
The design of an estimator for the AoD of the LOS SP, and the evaluation of the DBS robustness against estimation errors in terms of AoDs are important perspectives for this work towards a more realistic scenario.
